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Tee Box towers TTCH4CR-ASMSPECIFICATIONS

MOBICHILL 40K (SPUTNIK 1/6 K)

Compressor power, hp

Capacity, BTU/h, evap20  F

Dedicated circuit, amp

Plug type (NEMA #)

Voltage, V / Frequency, Hz

Operating Amperage, A

Refrigerant

Outlet temperature, °F

1/5

1825

15

5-15P

115 / 60

5.2

R290

32÷46

Operating ambient temperature, F

Number of coils (AISI 304)

Coil’s length (ft)

Inlet fitting (in)

Width (in)

Depth, in

Height, in

Weight gross/net, lb

Power cord length, ft

60-90

2

46

3/8

8.3

24.6

17.7

77/73

6

MOBICHILL 55 (SPUTNIK 1/4 SS)

Compressor power, hp

Capacity, BTU/h, evap20  F

Dedicated circuit, amp

Plug type (NEMA #)

Voltage, V / Frequency, Hz

Operating Amperage, A

Refrigerant

Outlet temperature, °F

1/4

2510

15

5-15P

115 / 60

6.9

R290

32÷46

Operating ambient temperature, F

Number of coils (AISI 304)

Coil’s length (ft)

Inlet fitting (in)

Width (in)

Depth, in

Height, in

Weight gross/net, lb

Power cord length, ft

60-90

2

46

3/8

10

24.5

18.6

86/82

6



Tee Box towersNOTES & CAUTIONS

THROUGH THE MANUAL, CAUTIONS AND NOTES  
WILL BE WRITTEN IN BOLD AS SHOWN IN THE EXAMPLE BELOW:

EXAMPLE:

The user should observe and act according to the information to obtain  
the best possible performance of the equipment.

The cooler must sit upright, do NOT store on its side or upside down.

The user must observe and act according to the information to avoid any mechanical  
or electrical damage to the equipment or any personnel injury.

!

!

i



Tee Box towersREFRIGERATION UNIT

APPROVALS

Installation and Maintenance

 The equipment is manufactured according to legal demands and UL/CSA approval

 Approvals will appear from the labels attached to the nameplate

 It is the responsibility of the user of this equipment that the installation is made by local regulations and safety requirements

 Service and repair must be performed only by service technicians who are trained in servicing the equipment

 The installation procedure and requirements are described further in this manual.

 The manufacturer cannot be responsible for any damage caused by the incorrect installation of this cooler.

 The unit must be installed and connected in a ventilated place with nothing placed at least 50 cm distance from both sides ofthe unit.

WARNING!

The cooling system contains flammable coolant r290 (propane)!!



Tee Box towersREFRIGERATION UNIT

The user must observe and act according to the information to avoid any mechanical  
or electrical damage to the equipment or any personnel injury.i

WARNING!

Do not use an extension cord to get power to the device! Before the device connection  
to the power supply line confirm that the electric power supply voltage is nominal 120V (+10%,-10%).

WARNING!

Only up to 2 beer coolers can be connected to the same 15 or 20 Amp circuits.

15 Amp 20 Amp

!

!



Tee Box towersFUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

Dry cooling dispensers offer instant cooling wrapped up in an easy-to-use package that is ideal for festivals,  
small bars, or brewery tasting rooms.

How does it cool without ice or glycol?

The evaporator and heat exchangers for cooling beer are covered with aluminum, which creates a thermal edge between the evaporator and the heat exchangers.

Beer is cooled in the heat exchangers during the refrigeration unit function.

Startup

Before starting up the equipment, make an installation according to the descriptions in this manual. The ambient temperature range for cooling operation  
is from 12 to 24 ºС. The cooler should be in a place with very good air circulation. In the event of the cooler relocation from a cold place to a warm one,  
the cooler may be switched on in no less than 1 ½ –2 hours.

Temperature settings

The cooler unit is equipped with a digital thermostat to prevent freezing of the product.



Tee Box towersINSTALLATION

Tap Assembly The Mobichill/Sputnik cooler comes equipped with 2 stainless steel flow-control beer taps. These must be installed before usage.

 Push the faucet firmly into the shank and spin the coupling nut onto the shank.

 Tighten the coupling nut down as far as you can with your hand, then proceed to tighten it further using a faucet wrench tool

Do not turn the unit upside down or place it at one of the sides. If the unit has by accident  
been turned upside down, it must rest for 4 hours before starting it.!

slower pour

Faster pour



Tee Box towersCONNECTING THE BEER LINE

The following is included in the specialized Sputnik tapping kit: 2x 4ft of ⅜vinyl beer line and connectors fitted with 5/16 stem push-fittings.  
These beer lines take the beer from the keg and into the unit for chilling.

 Insert the 5/16 O.D. push fitting into the super seal connector as shown

On the opposite side of the beer line will be a hex nut, this is for attaching to the TOP of the desired keg coupler as shown.

 Inspect the hex nut for sealing the washer as shown.

 Using an adjustable wrench or spanner-wrench, tighten the beer line onto the coupler.

Note: You will leak beer if thesealing washer is missing.i



Tee Box towersINSTALLING THE REGULATOR

Using the CO2 Primary regulator included in the Sputnik tapping kit, before you attach the regulator to the CO2 cylinder 

inspectthe regulator for damages, broken gauges, damaged sealing washers, etc.

 Inspect regulator hex nut for CO2 sealing washer.

 Using an adjustable wrench or CO2 wrench (as shown) securely tighten the regulator onto the CO2 tank.

 Using a slot screwdriver turn the adjustment screw counter-clockwise as far as possible, this will allow us 

a clean start point from 0 PSI when we start to balance the CO2 pressure later in the setup.

Use CO2 wrench to tighten Use CO2 regulator 
in CLOSE position

Open the valve Set CO2 to 30 PSI  
or higher, as per beer  

pressure guide

Switch CO2 to the  
OPEN position



Tee Box towersTAPPING THE KEG

You should always prime the system by pouring one glass of beer from each faucet before the

cooler is switched on. This is done to prevent any water in the beer line from freezing. Please

note if a beer line is frozen, it may take as long as 24 hrs. for ice blocking the line to thaw.i

Tapping a keg is a relatively simple procedure, however going about it the wrong way can get you soaked in beer. The

following is a review on how to tap a keg while keeping yourself dry.

On the keg spear there 
 are 2tabs that help lock 
thecoupler in place once 
thecoupler is engaged.

With the coupler in the UP

position and the coupler


openings lined up with the

keg tabs press down and 

twistthe coupler clockwise 
to lockinto placed.

On each side of the coupler

there are 2 openings in the


twist grooves.



Tee Box towersTAPPING THE KEG

Before you fully engage the keg coupler you should double-check and make sure  
the beer taps are closed!i

Disengaged coupler with 
handle in upward position.

Pull black coupler handle 
back and push downward 

as shown.

With black coupler handle 
down the coupler is now 

engaged. CO2 pressure from 
the keg should start to push 
beer throughout the system.



Tee Box towersSETTING UP THE CO2 PRESSURE

Before the CO2 Cylinder is opened make sure that you have the regulator set  
to zero. To do this simply take a slot screwdriver to the adjustment knob and twist 
counterclockwise until it is nearly all the way loose.

Next, turn the knob on the CO2 tank all the way to the OPEN position.

Open the shut off valve on the CO2 regulator, crank the pressure up to about  
30 PSI to start, and test the pour. Keep the flow control valve on the beer tap 
center for testing setup.

A good rule of thumb is to check the beer line from the keg for bubbles.  
If you are seeing bubbles, you should add more pressure but no more than 2 PSI  
at a time. In between adjustments allow time for the CO2 to settle for a more 
accurate result.

In a festival setting, there are so many variables that the whole balancing of the 
CO2 pressure really comes down to a trial-and-error process. The good news  
is the Sputnik/Mobichillunits come equipped with flow control faucets which help 
you have a great pour!



Tee Box towersPLACEMENT, INSTALLATION & FIRST USE

We recommend placing the cooler far from heat sources and in dry, ventilated 
facilities for more effective power consumption.

The cooler should be mounted on a firm and flat horizontal basis.

The air condenser and venting grids of the cooler should be always free for air 
access and circulation.

The minimum distance from venting grids to the cooler walls or barriers should be 
50 cm.

Insert the plug of the cooler into the plug socket with earthling. Do not use an 
extension cord to power the cooler.

You should always prime the system by pouring one glass of beer/beverage from 
each faucet before the cooler is switched on. This is done to prevent any water in 
the beer line from freezing. Please note if a beer line is frozen, it may take as long 
as 24 hrs. for ice blocking the line to thaw.

You should always prime the system by pouring one glass of beer from each faucet before the cooler 
is switched on. This is done to prevent any water in the beer line from freezing. Please note if a beer 
line is frozen, it may take as long as 24 hrs. for ice blocking the line to thaw.i



Tee Box towersPLACEMENT, INSTALLATION & FIRST USE

We recommend placing the cooler far from heat sources and in dry, ventilated facilities  
for more effectivepower consumption.

Connect the pressure source and the beverage container. Some models are 
equipped with a built-in aircompressor. For models without a built-in air 
compressor, you need a CO2 and N2 or Beer Gas bottle.

It will take around 15-30 minutes for the beer cooler to come down to temperature.

When using a CO2/N2/Beer gas tank you should follow the instructions on page 13.

When pouring beer, you can adjust the flow and the foam using a knob on the 
faucet.

You should always prime the system by pouring one glass of beer from each faucet before the cooler 
is switched on. This is done to prevent any water in the beer line from freezing. Please note if a beer 
line is frozen, it may take as long as 24 hrs. for ice blocking the line to thaw.

It is of utmost importance to ensure free circulation of air around the cooler.

Otherwise, the unit will be too hot which consequently will result in reduced efficiency and risk

of unnecessary operating problems.

i

i



Tee Box towersSETTING UP THE TEMPERATURE & THERMOSTAT

Please note the digital thermostat controls the temperatureinside the aluminum cold heat exchanger 
block where beerline cooling occurs therefore the temperature shown on thethermostat screen is 
the temperature of beer/beverage insidethe heat exchanger block.

Please make sure the thermostat power is ON.

i

i

Do not turn the unit upside down or place it at one of the sides. If the unit has by accident  
been turned upside down, it must rest for 4 hours before starting it.!

The temperature of the cooled beverage is controlled by a mechanical thermostat. The 
beer/beveragedispensed temperature range you should expect is from 1 °C to 10 °C.

The temperature of the products dispensed from the tap will be higher than the temperature 
inside theheat exchanger block and will depend on how much product you are dispensing.



Tee Box towersPLACEMENT, INSTALLATION & FIRST USE

- Please switch the thermostat ON by pressing the power button

- The default temperature set on the thermostat is 32F(0C) -36F (2C)

To adjust the temperature:

- The default temperature set on the thermostat is 32F(0C) -36F (2C)

- Adjust the T up or down with the allowed limits min 32F (0C), max40F (5C)

To display temperature in Celsius or Fahrenheit:

- Push up and down buttons together for 3 seconds

- Enter code «10»

- Find the «diS» menu

- «CFu» should be set to C for the Celsius and to F for the Fahrenheit.

!
Important! Making any unrelated changes outside of changing from Celsius to 
Fahrenheit (and vice-versa) in the deeper settings of the thermostat could lead to 
unexpected changes to how the unit performs. Always pay close attention before 
changing any settings.

Press down for 3 seconds  
toenter temperature


adjustment mode.



Tee Box towersCOOLERS WITH & WITHOUT INTERNAL AIR COMPRESSOR

Some coolers can be equipped with an internal air compressor to push beer out of the keg. 
Werecommend using a CO2 bottle for any commercial application as it provides a faster, 
more stable pour.

Connection and Pressurization by Built-In Air Compressor

Connection and Pressurization by CO2 Bottle

Switch the air

compressor ON.

Set up with a

CO2 bottle.



Tee Box towersSAFETY REQUIREMENTS

Before connecting the cooler to the power supply make sure that:

- Supply main voltage is nominal: 120V (+10%-10%)

- The power cable and plug are not damaged.

The cooler should be connected to a grounded power outlet. Check it before starting the installation process.

With the advent of signs of wiring locking (coverlet tingling while touching the metal parts of the cooler), the customer

should disconnect the cooler from the power supply and call for a technician.

The user should not touch the frame of running coolers and devices with natural earthling (gas heaters, heat radiators,

faucets, washers etc). The coolers should be disconnected from the power only for the following reasons:

- Sanitary processing

- Replacement of the cooler

- Other operations connected with cooler servicing.

In case of power cord damage and to avoid the danger of current injury the User should call for a certified technician.

The Manufacturer is not responsible for possible damages to the personnel or equipment in case of ignoring of abovementionedrequirements.



Tee Box towersBASIC TROUBLESHOOTING

COLD BUT FOAMY

Adjust the flow control valve on regulator until a clear pour returns.

CO2 pressure is set too low. If the pressure is set too low, you will see bubbles 
form in the beerline near the keg coupler.

CO2 pressure is set too high. Turn the gas off, remove the coupler from keg and 
blow out theremaining air in the lines. Re-attach the coupler and pull the release 
valve ring on the side of thecoupler until all the keg pressure is released. Set the 
regulator back to zero, turn the gas back onand try again.

Faucets could be sticking. Take apart and clean the faucets after shutting off the 
gas andremoving the couplers.

Check for kinks in beer line and leaks around the coupler.

BEER IS WARM  
AND FOAMY

If a snowflake is showing and the compressor is running; a refrigerant leakage 
could be thecause. Call for tech assistance.

The unit has not yet reached the set-point temperature. Wait until the unit has 
completely chilled.

Incorrect thermostat settings. Adjust the settings in the hidden menu. Consult the 
thermostat

guide.

BEER NOT POURING

Flow control faucet could be in the OFF position - Turn the knob 
counterclockwise to open.

CO2 tank may be closed – Turn the knob to the open position.

Regulator or air distributor shut-off valve could be in the OFF position - Turn the 
knob to the openposition.

Regulator pressure could be set to zero – Increase the pressure by turning the 
regulator knobclockwise.

Empty CO2 tank - Replace the CO2 tank.

Line frozen due to too low T set on the thermostat or water in the line - Defrost 
the unit byswitching it off and keeping in a warm place for 24 hrs.

Empty keg - Replace the keg.


